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Cyber threat: its origins and
consequence and the use of
qualitative and quantitative

methods in cyber risk assessment
James Crotty and Elizabeth Daniel

Faculty of Business and Law, The Open University, Milton Keynes, UK

Abstract

Purpose –Consumers increasingly rely on organisations for online services and data storagewhile these same
institutions seek to digitise the information assets they hold to create economic value. Cybersecurity failures
arising from malicious or accidental actions can lead to significant reputational and financial loss which
organisations must guard against. Despite having some critical weaknesses, qualitative cybersecurity risk
analysis is widely used in developing cybersecurity plans. This research explores these weaknesses, considers
how quantitative methods might address the constraints and seeks the insights and recommendations of
leading cybersecurity practitioners on the use of qualitative and quantitative cyber risk assessment methods.
Design/methodology/approach – The study is based upon a literature review and thematic analysis of in-
depth qualitative interviews with 16 senior cybersecurity practitioners representing financial services and
advisory companies from across the world.
Findings – While most organisations continue to rely on qualitative methods for cybersecurity risk
assessment, some are also actively using quantitative approaches to enhance their cybersecurity planning
efforts. The primary recommendation of this paper is that organisations should adopt both a qualitative and
quantitative cyber risk assessment approach.
Originality/value – This work provides the first insight into how senior practitioners are using and
combining qualitative and quantitative cybersecurity risk assessment, and highlights the need for in-depth
comparisons of these two different approaches.

Keywords Cybersecurity, Risk assessment, Risk matrix, Quantitative, Qualitative, Bayesian statistics, Monte

Carlo simulation

Paper type Full length article

Introduction
For most organisations, large or small and regardless of sector, the collection and storage of
consumer, supplier and transaction digital data are of strategic importance [1]. This has
resulted in many businesses storing large amounts of data, much of which is personally,
commercially or financially sensitive. These data must be secured frommalicious attack, loss
or corruption to protect the on-going business, customer trust and corporate reputation and
avoid regulatory redress [2].

The strategic reliance on digital data has resulted in cybersecurity being one of the most
critical issues facing the leaders of organisations today. The cybersecurity approach adopted
bymany institutions is evolving from amethodology based on capabilitymaturity to one that
is risk based [3]. A qualitative approach to risk assessment utilising risk matrices is widely
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employed in large part due to its promotion in standards and a perceived ease of use.
However, the increase in computing processing power at a declining cost and the exponential
growth in data held by organisations has prompted the emergence of a quantitative approach
to cybersecurity risk assessment. This quantitative approach appears to address some of the
known limitations of the qualitative method using risk matrices. However, it also presents its
own challenges, including being considered more complicated to undertake and understand
by users and decision makers that are not subject matter experts.

While qualitative cybersecurity risk assessment is widely used in practice [4, 5], there is
little practical use of quantitative methods. In particular, there appears to be very limited
studies comparing the practical use of qualitative and quantitative cybersecurity risk
assessment approaches. The purpose of this research is to understand frompractitioners how
their organisations are navigating the use of qualitative and quantitative cybersecurity risk
methods, and how both approaches might be adopted for more effective cyber risk
assessment.

The study is based upon thematic analysis of in-depth qualitative interviews with 16
senior managers responsible for cybersecurity risk assessment. The originality of this work
is that it provides the first insight into how senior practitioners are using and combining
qualitative and quantitative cybersecurity risk approaches. The work is of value to
cybersecurity practitioners and decision makers by demonstrating what others are doing,
and is also of value to academics interested in impactful research as it demonstrates where
practitioners would benefit from further research.

The following section reviews literature on the growth of corporate cybersecurity risk.
Risk-based assessment is then introduced and both qualitative and quantitative approaches
are discussed. The method adopted for this study is described and the findings of the
interviews are presented. Conclusions, including opportunities for future work, are then
provided.

Cyber threat: its origins and consequences
At the end of the last century digital assets accounted for just 25% of the world’s data storage
capacity. In sharp contrast, by the end of 2010 the share of data stored on digital assets had
increased to over 90% – a proportion that continues to grow as data volumes expand at an
exponential rate today [6–8]. Over the last decade there has been a major shift in where data
are stored. In 2010, some 70% of the world’s data were held by individuals on endpoint
devices. Today, this estimate has halved to 35% with the majority of data now stored on
enterprise assets [7]. This change is being fostered by enterprises utilising digitisation to
remain competitive and seeing data as a source of value creation [9]. Knowingly or
unknowingly, consumers are facilitating this effort too by their increasing use of online
services and growing reliance on enterprise storage capacity. This trend is set to become
significantlymore pronouncedwith the realisation of the Internet of Things (IoT), resulting in
an active installed IoT device base of some 31bn, generating data estimated to exceed 79ZB,
by 2025 [10]. While these developments may provide significant new business opportunities
for organisations, they also impose significant new responsibilities as firms increasingly
become stewards of the world’s data.

At the same time as global data volumes have been growing, cyber threats to these assets
have become pervasive [11]. While cyber threat agents range from nation states to script
kiddies, by far the most active are cybercriminals accounting for over 80% of cyber incidents
[12]. Consequently, every organisation, from very large to very small, utilising any form of
electronic data exchange or networked storage, is subject to cyber threat [13, 14].

Regulators and other government agencies have responded to this rapidly changing cyber
threat landscape by becoming increasingly intrusive and punitive in their oversight. This is
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evident from Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and Council, otherwise
known as the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), introduced in 2018. GDPR
empowers regulators to impose fines of V20m or 4% of an organisation’s global turnover,
whichever is higher [15]. Enforcement action under GDPR is not limited to data theft or loss. It
can arise because of any loss of data confidentiality, integrity or availability [16]. While big
technology companies have received the largest fines to date, GDPR penal actions are not
limited to this sector. Other examples of significant penalties include H&M V35m, British
Airways V22m, Marriott V20.4m, Vodafone Italy V12.3m, Austrian Post V9m and
CaixaBankV6m [17]. In addition to being obligated to pay any imposed fines, organisations
suffering a cyber incidentmust alsomeet the costs of customer redress, business interruption,
revenue loss, reputational damage and security remediation.

With cyber-attacks becoming increasingly pervasive and regulators more punitive, the
loss ratio experienced by insurers on their cyber risk book is growing. In response to this
trend, insurers are not just demanding higher premiums but doing so while offering the same
or reduced cover. The Association of British Insurers (ABI) estimates year-on-year global
price increases to June 2021 at 32% with some premiums increasing by as much as 75%
[18, 19].

A risk-based approach to cyber security
Boehm et al. [3] propose that the cyber security approach adopted by many institutions is
evolving from amethodology based on capabilitymaturity to one that is risk based and seeks
to reduce enterprise specific cyber risks.

For a cybersecurity risk to exist an information asset must have a vulnerability that is
exposed to a threat. A cyber risk analysis seeks to establish the likelihood of such
vulnerabilities and threats occurring, and the resulting impact. Crotty and Daniel [20]
recommend the implementation of a series of fundamental cyber risk controls applicable for
all organisations and then, treating cyber risk as any other business risk, conduct an
enterprise specific cyber risk assessment based on ISO 31000:2018 – RiskManagement [21].
Such an assessment considers the nature of an organisation’s assets, the threats and
vulnerabilities these assets face, and the likely impact should these threats materialise. The
process comprises risk identification, analysis and evaluation and the outcome is used to
determine a bespoke risk management plan to avoid, reduce, transfer or retain risk according
to the type and level of risk the enterprise can accept [21–23]. See Figure 1.

While a qualitative approach to cyber risk assessment is widely advocated and used, the
effectiveness of these tools is challenged, and quantitative methods are proposed as an
alternative or for augmentation.

Qualitative risk assessment
Multiple information security specific risk assessment tools have been developed based on
ISO 31000:2018, which has become the de facto risk management standard [20, 24]. See
Table 1.

The majority of the tools listed here utilise qualitative methods in the risk analysis phase
of the process, adopting a two-dimensional risk assessment matrix where the axes are impact
and likelihood, or variations of these descriptive labels. One or both matrix axes are ordinal
scales, and the risk level or rating for each risk is calculated as the product of the likelihood
and impact of each event [25]. See Figures 2 and 3. In contrast, while emphasising qualitative
methods, both CIS RAM and MAGERIT refer to a quantitative approach to risk analysis
using Bayesian statistics. The FAIR model alone is purely quantitative, based solely on
Bayesian methods.
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Source(s): Ref. [20]
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Source(s): Ref. [54]

Insignificant: 1 Minor: 2 Moderate: 3 Major: 4 Catastrophic: 5
Highly likely: 5 5 10 15 20 25

Likely: 4 4 8 12 16 20
Possible: 3 3 6 9 12 15
Unlikely: 2 2 4 6 8 10

Highly unlikely: 1 1 2 3 4 5
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Source(s): Ref. [54]

Figure 1.
Risk management
proces

Table 1.
Information security
specific risk
assessment tools based
on ISO 31000:2018

Figure 2.
Risk matrix with
“traffic light” and
ordinal alpha rating
scales

Figure 3.
Risk matrix with
“traffic light” and
ordinal numeric rating
scales
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BSI/IEC 31010:2010 [26] identifies 31 different risk assessment tools and techniques that it
describes as qualitative, semi-quantitative or quantitative. Here, a risk assessment matrix is
called a consequence/probability matrix and is said to be both qualitative and semi-
quantitative depending on whether the matrix axes are ordinal alpha or ordinal numeric
labels respectively.

The reasons cited for the use of qualitative methods for risk analysis include ease of
understanding and implementation across all areas and levels of an organisation involved in
ensuring cyber security, including the board and cybersecurity professionals. The absence of
appropriate numerical data or resources to conduct a quantitative analysis is also mentioned
[27, 28]. However, despite the widespread use of qualitative methods incorporating a risk
matrix, the appropriateness of their usage is challenged. The basic premise that risk matrices
are easy to use and understand is questioned, and it is proposed that the multiple factors
determining the mapping of a risk event on such a matrix may not be well understood by
users [4, 29, 30].

At a fundamental level, as the distance between the points on an ordinal scale is
indeterminate, the practice of arithmetically combining numeric labels on ordinal scales to
rank risks on amatrix has nomathematical logic [31]. Range compression, a key concernwith
risk matrices, arises from the grouping of risk ranges of likelihood and impact into discrete
ordinal values on the matrix axes [29, 32]. Consequently, risks of a very different magnitude
can be assigned the same rating.While a riskmatrix seeks to cluster groups of equivalent risk
in discrete groups of cells, there is no clear distinction in risk levels between adjacent cells of
such a matrix or, indeed, within individual cells. Logical groupings of equivalent risk ratings
cannot be found in a qualitative matrix and iso-risk lines on such a matrix are actually
represented by hyperbola cutting across the boundaries of the matrix cells and different risk
categories [5, 25, 33].

Various proposals to address the limitations of risk matrices have been made. Duijm [30]
distinguishes between the use of risk matrices which, with limited risk levels, can be
beneficial in decidingwhat risks to avoid or accept, but inadequate for the purpose of ranking
of risks for mitigation. The use of log scales coupled with risk categorisation rules,
incorporating risk ratings based on ordinal labels instead of colours or shades, is suggested to
address range compression and constraints in equivalent risk grouping [34]. While this
approach reduces the impact of the issues it seeks to address, risk differentiation is still
dependant on the ranges used in the log scales of the matrix axes and risks of similar
magnitude are not differentiated. A number of approaches based on probability
consequences diagrams (PCDs) are considered, one being the mapping of each risk event
as an uncertainty box on a continuous PCD rather than a discrete category on a risk matrix.
Here, the centre of the box is the expected value of the event and the edges of the box a
measure of uncertainty corresponding to prediction intervals [30, 35, 36]. See Figure 4.
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Figure 4.
Risk events mapped as
uncertainty boxes on a

continuous PCD
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A further refinement to this is the overlay of a subjective strength of evidence and deviation
risk for each risk event mapping [35]. This is intended to address the uncertainty inherent in
the information used in a risk analysis even where objective probabilities are used. Providing
a measure of this uncertainty is particularly important when there is separation between
assessors and decision makers. Flage et al. [37] propose a certainty rating and reporting
schemewhere certainty ismeasured on aweak, medium, strong scale. Certainty is considered
weak if just one of a number of criteria is not met including data being unavailable or not
reliable, and a lack of agreement between subject matter experts. Set against these criteria,
given the absence of a reliable body of frequentist data, the dependence on subjective views
and the constantly changing cyber threat landscape, the level of certainty in cyber risk
assessment must generally be considered weak.

While addressing some of the inherent weaknesses in risk matrices, an added difficulty
with a continuous PCD is the need for a homogenousmeasure of consequence applicable to all
risk events [30].

In addition to these structural challengeswith riskmatrices, othermajor concerns are cited:
the need for risk matrix designers and users to fully understand the inherent weaknesses in
them, the bias of users in making a qualitative assessment of risk, the inconsistent
interpretation of labels by users, and only rarely is consideration given to risk correlations
which could have significant impact on a risk assessment. The apparent simplicity of the use
of risk matrices discourages necessary debate and the perceived precision of the rigour of
analysis can lead to an unwarranted sense of confidence in the output onwhich riskmitigation
plans will be decided [38]. For all these reasons, many advocates of quantitative risk
assessment methods oppose the use of qualitative methods as unsound.

Quantitative risk assessment as an alternative
Viewed from an epistemology perspective, today’s cyber risk assessment frameworks and
models are predominantly based on subjective expert opinion rather than objective data [39].
While subjective knowledge is clearly relevant for qualitative risk assessment, it also has
relevance for quantitative approaches.

Regarding cyber risk in particular, the availability of statistically analytical data to
underpin objective knowledge is very limited for several reasons. There is inconsistency in
the approaches of nation states and their agencies in gathering cyber security data and, in
many instances, cyberattacks are unreported [39]. Given the rapidly changing nature of
cyberattacks, relevant empirical data may not exist at the time of analysis. These constraints
and concerns are amplified when considering the IoT where the number of IoT devices
connected in a cyber–physical system may be unknown and the extent of the attack surface
of such as system is significantly underestimated [40]. It is proposed that AI/ML and
cognitive computing can help to address these challenges [40, 41], but it is also noted that such
efforts could be undermined by bad actors gaining access to, and corrupting, the AI/ML
training data and algorithms [39].

An alternative proposal to the ubiquitous use of qualitative matrices in risk assessment is
the application of Bayesian methods to identify probability distributions for individual risks
and employing Monte Carlo simulation (MCS) to determine a combined distribution for all
these risk events. See Figure 5.

This approach, which can be used with only limited data, is facilitated by the selection of
probability distributions for individual cyber risk events based on available data and
subjective judgement [42]. The use of MCS has historically been constrained by the
significant computer processing power it requires but this limitation has been alleviated in
recent years by the now ready availability of extensive computing capacity at reduced costs.
Despite the widespread use of this quantitative risk assessment approach in other disciplines
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including engineering, finance, project management and software development [43–46] its
employment in managing cybersecurity remains very limited. However, there is some
advocacy for its use in this discipline also. Fagade et al. [47] explore how a quantitative
approach enhances cybersecurity resource allocation while others contend that the
qualitative methods so widely used today do not work and need to be replaced with a
quantitative approach based on Bayesian statistics and MCS [32].

Quantitative methods address a number of the issues inherent in qualitative analysis.
However, when only limited data are available thesemethods also require the subjective view
of subject matter experts [48]. Of necessity, any bias in the input will be reflected in the output
regardless of the method used [49, 50]. The probability theory employed in quantitative
methods overcomes the fundamental flaw of subjecting ordinal scales to mathematical
operations in qualitative tools, but this more rigorous mathematical approach may lead to an
unwarranted sense of confidence in the results – one of the same concerns raised regarding
results from qualitative analysis. Also, while the theory underpinning quantitative methods
is long established, understanding and practical application of this theory may be
challenging for many organisations.

The cyber security practitioners’ view
Methodology
To obtain a cybersecurity practitioner perspective on the relative merits of qualitative and
quantitative risk assessment methods, 16 industry practitioners from financial services and
financial advisory services were interviewed using a structured interview guide. The finance
sector was selected as it is a major target for cyberattacks and subject to extensive regulatory
oversight, and hence requires the highest standards and expertise in cybersecurity practices.
Interview topics included: their role, the organisation’s approach to cybersecurity including
standards and frameworks used, the benefits and challenges to this approach and how it
could be improved with particular discussion of quantitative and qualitative methods and
expectations for future approaches to cybersecurity. While the majority of the practitioner
interviewees were CISOs or CROs, the views of ISMs, a CIO, EA and global cybersecurity
implementation advisors were also sought in order to gather a range of informed insight.

Risk event 1

Risk event 2

Risk event 4

Risk event 3

Overall risk
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Source(s): Refs [32, 46]
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Aggregation of risk

event probability and
impact using Bayesian
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Interviews were undertaken via online video conferencing and lasted between 1 and 2 hours
and, with permission, were recorded to aid analysis. Thematic analysis was undertaken,
commencing with repeated listening to the recordings and transcription of key parts. Initial
themes were the topics from the interview guide and noted previously. These were
inductively divided into 1st level sub-themes arising from the repeated study of the
interviews, which were further subdivided into 2nd level sub-themes where helpful [51]. 1st
level sub-themes included: concerns with qualitative approaches, lack of expertise and data
for quantitative approaches, a need to combine both approaches and the role of cyber
insurance. The 2nd level sub-themes included: “sea of green”, speed of change, lack of data
and rise in insurance premiums. Table 2 provides summary characteristics of the
interviewees and interviews.

Findings
All of the respondents urged caution in not relying on either qualitative or quantitative
methods alone.

Regarding qualitative methods, the interviewees referred to the false science of risk
matrices which can result in a “sea of green” that does not reflect the reality of multiple

Role Tenure Sector Employees Remit
Geographic reach of
organisation

Duration of
interview

CISOa 4 yrs Reinsurance 15 k Group Global 1 h
CISO 7 yrs Payments 64 k Group Global 1 h
CISO 3 yrs General

Insurance
11 k Group Two þ countries 1 h

CISO 3 yrs General
Insurance

6 k Divisionh Single country 2h

ISMb 5 yrs Pension Mgt. 3 k Group Two þ countries 1.25 h
ISM 3 yrs Pension Mgt. 3 k Group Two þ countries 1 h
ISM 2 yrs General

Insurance
400 Division Pan-European 1.5 h

CROc 6 yrs Asset
Management

2 k Group Single country 1.25 h

CRO 5 yrs Pension Mgt. 3 k Group Two þ countries 1.25 h
CRO 2 yrs General

Insurance
11 k Group Two þ countries 1.5 h

CRO 3 yrs Payments 500 Division Pan-European 1.25 h
CRO 6 yrs General

Insurance
400 Division Pan-European 0.45 h

CIOd 2 yrs Payments 500 Division Pan-European 1 h
EAe 3 yrs Pension Mgt. 3 k Group Two þ countries 1.5 h
GIA
PHf

6 yrs Financial
Services

24 k Group Global 1 h

GIA
TEg

3 yrs Financial
Services

24 k Group Global 1 h

Note(s): On Table 2
aCISO: Chief Information Security Officer
bISM: Information Security Manager
cCRO: Chief Risk Officer
dCIO: Chief Information Security Officer
eEA: Enterprise Architect
fGIA PH: Global Implementation Advisor Practice Head
gGIA TE: Global Implementation Advisor Technical Expert
hAll divisions are part of global organisations
Source(s): Ref. [20]

Table 2.
Profile of cybersecurity
professionals
interviewed
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exceptions to policy creating unseen risk. The qualitative method used by all of the
practitioners’ organisations is a riskmatrix. Though aware of the limitations of this approach
and recognising that its apparent rigour may lead to unwarranted confidence in such an
assessment, there is little emphasis placed on familiarising business decision makers with
these constraints. However, quantitative methods are not seen as a panacea for the
weaknesses of risk matrices.

Data on cyber risk events are limited and the speed at which the risk landscape is
changing – including the highly dynamic nature of cyberattack methods and exponential
increases in regulatory fines – makes a priori knowledge difficult to establish. They also
expressed concern that quantitative methods can lead to a lot of analysis but not a lot of
thinking and blindly following the actions dictated by the output rather than correctly
challenging its validity.

Some of the companies of the practitioners interviewed already use a quantitative
approach to determine cyber risk capital allocations and others are investing heavily in
developing data driven approaches. But even these organisations still see a place for
qualitative methods. The expectation is that the use of quantitative methods for cyber risk
capital allocationwill become pervasive over time as the volume and availability of cyber risk
data increases. However, it is also expected that this emerging capability will be used in
conjunction with current widely used qualitative methods rather than as an alternative.

Regarding cyber risk insurance, the interviewees noted that the terms imposed by
insurance companies are becoming more onerous as cyber risk losses increase and,
consequently, organisations adopting quantitative methods to help manage their cyber risk
exposure may be viewed more favourably in the insurance underwriting process. They also
thought that companies utilising all the tools at their disposal to manage cyber risk may be
viewed more favourably by regulators in the event of a cyber incident.

Conclusions
As cyberattacks become ever more pervasive, regulators are becoming increasingly punitive
in their response to incidents and cyber risk insurers are becoming more onerous in their
pricing and terms for large companies and SMEs alike. Set against this context, it is
recommended here that every organisation should have a cyber risk assessment and
mitigation plan reflecting the nature of its assets, the threats and vulnerabilities these assets
face and the likely impact should these threats materialise.

NIST [28] advocates the use of qualitative risk assessment methods to help ensure clear
understanding and communication between decision makers and those providing expert
opinion in a risk analysis. NCSC [23] reiterates this need for clarity but also recognises the
advantages of using both quantitative and qualitative approaches. Similarly, an
epistemological evaluation of risk assessment methods proposes that assessments based
on both approaches are most reliable and, where available, the use of quantitative data is
recommended to support subjective views [30, 39].

Our interviews with industry experts have shown that in practice cyber risk assessment
approaches are predominately qualitative, despite widespread recognition of the limitations
of these approaches. In some cases, detailed quantitative methods are employed to augment
an initial qualitative assessment [45, 46, 52]. Even in cases where data are very limited, which
is frequently the position in cyber risk assessment, the quantitative approach utilising
subjective probabilities as proposed in this paper can be adopted.

The nature of risk assessment in general, and cyber risk assessment in particular, is such
that pure quantitative analysis based on objective analysis of statistical data is not feasible.
Consequently, the use of triangulation, which seeks more than one perspective fromwhich to
assess the cyber risk facing an organisation, can help provide a better understanding of the
uncertainties involved and is recommended here [53]. While resource constraints may
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prevent many organisations from using the quantitative methods discussed, the use of risk
matrices and PCDs have merit, despite their recognised limitations and the latter not being
used by the practitioners interviewed.

In the first instance, any organisation, large or small, can use a risk matrix to assess what
risks to accept, avoid or accept subject to mitigation [30]. Working with this subset of risks to
accept subject tomitigation, it may bemore feasible to establish ameasure of consequence for
use in mapping this smaller range of risk events using uncertainty boxes on a continuous
PCD for prioritisation. Aswell as potentially facilitating prioritisation, this process could help
users to understand that risk matrices are not as simple to use as they appear, encourage
meaningful discussion regarding the risks an organisation is facing and prompt the use of
whatever quantitative data may be available. For organisations with the necessary resource,
the quantitative approach described, based on Bayesian methods and MCS, should be
employed for further triangulation.

Before any of the tools are deployed, it is important that practitioners and decisionmakers
have an insight into the subjective nature of risk assessment based on the cited references and
discussion here.

Government agencies and institutions such as the Association of British Insurers are
seeking to gather data on cyber incidents and their associated costs [18]. As this body of
information builds it offers the opportunity to reduce the subjectivity of a priori data
currently used in risk assessment. How this impacts the effectiveness of quantitative
methods and increase in their use, subject to the caveat that such data may become the target
of bad actors, warrants study over time. More immediately, how the use of both qualitative
and quantitative approaches by organisations might influence regulators in their assessment
of cyber incidents, or the pricing and terms offered by insurance companies to underwrite
cyber risk, should be examined.
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